SECOND LANGUAGE ENGLISH ALETERNATIVE ACADEMIC CALENDER

CLASS : 08
SI.No MONTH

MONTH : November
LEARNING
OUTCOME
Lesson 6: All the
world Her stage

Reads and
November comprehends text.
week -1

Rearranges the
statements

Refers dictionary.

SI.No MONTH
November
week -2

SUGGESTED
ACTIVITIES
Given statements
are related to lesson
tick of T OR F and
mention the
paragraph number.

ASSESSMENT
ACTIVITIES

Worksheet -1
task1

Few statements are Task- 2
given those are
related to the lesson,
discuss with your
friends and
rearrange them.
Use dictionary and
Task 3
write the synonyms
for given words

LEARNING
OUTCOME

SUGGESTED
ACTIVITIES

Conveys about the
desirable and not
desirablewords

Read the given
words and
understand them.
Classified them into
desirableand not
desirable and write
them in given space

Speak and
understand
according with
phonic.

Discuss with your
friends regarding
given words, and
dived them
according to the
given sound
structure.

Degrees of

Dived the degrees

ASSESSMENT
ACTIVITIES
Worksheet – 2
Task 1

Task 2

Task-3

comparison

SI.No MONTH

November
week -3

LEARNING
OUTCOME

SUGGESTED
ACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENT
ACTIVITIES

Uses of prefixes

.
Usage of prefixes

Task-4

Lesson 6:
COROMANDEL
FISHERS
Worksheet – 3
Reads and
Comprehends poem

Uses rhyming words

Task 1

Lesson 7:
CLOTHES AND
MACHINES

Comprehends
figures of speech

Task -2

forms the opposites

Task-3

SUGGESTED
ACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENT
ACTIVITIES

Read and
understand.
Usage of opposites

SI.No MONTH

LEARNING
OUTCOME

Worksheet – 4
November
week -4

Usage the forms of
words.

use the same word
with different forms

Task 1

Read and
comprehend the
given paragraph

complete the table

Task-2

Usage of punctuation put the punctuation
marks
marks

Task-3

WORK SHEET – 1
Task-1
I. Read the lesson and understand(page no-97 to99 from your text book ), Some
statements are given below regarding the lesson . Some are true and some are
false. Tick off ‘T’ or ‘F’. Also, indicate in the box the paragraph number in which
you can find your answer. Two examples are done for you.
1. Sai was a famous educationist and mathematician. F (2)
2. Sir R.P.Paranjpye – India’s first senior wrangler and Sai’s grandfather
3. Sai used to tell fantastic stories to her friends.

{ }

4. Her grandfather did not take it seriously when she stepped on abook. {
5.Sai was always fascinated by many things.

{ }

{

}

6.The ‘bride’ was not brought with all religious. {

}

}

Task-2
II. Some important events in the story are given in a jumbled order. Put them in
the order in which they are given in the text:
• Sai’s drawing the attention of the playmates.
• Grandfather telling her to treat books with respect.
• The usual sight of grandpa and Sai playing together.
• The wedding of dolls.
• Sai’s telling a story to her grandfather.

Task-3 .
III. Write the meaning for given words and write your own sentences for each
words ( if necessary use dictionary)
1. Jeered-

2. Glumly
3. Meekly
4. Crumpled
WORK SHEET – 2
TASK-1
I. some words are given below, divide them into desirable and not desirable
words.
complaining, creative, imaginative, short-tempered, lazy, spirited, social, glum, jovial,
innovative, lethargic, double-tongued, lax, jealous creative .
Desirable
e.g.: social

Not desirable
complaining

Task -2
I. some words are given below, by discus with your friends, parents and teacher
, write them according to the phonic structure in given column.
High, day, eye, tie, lie, fly, toys, noise, void, sky, late, flight, made choice, nine, train,
play, moisture, shine, place, plane, main, white, bright .

/aI/
e.g: why

/eI/
shape

/ >I/
choice

Task-3
I. Write the correct adjectives of comparison in the blanks below.

Positive
Degree

Comparative Superlative
Degree
Degree

Interesting Most
interesting
Good

Positive
Degree
late

Comparative Superlative
Degree
Degree

Most
interesting
bluer

cold

biggest

bright

weak

low
happiest
tall

stronger

beautiful

small

Task-4
I. A few words are given below, add prefix them and rewrite them.
e.g,; complete x incomplete
Familiar
Passion
Proper
Comparable
Happy
Relevant
Organize
Satisfy X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Worksheet-3
Task -1
I. read the poem COROMANDEL FISHERS and find the rhyming words from the
poem and write them in given space.
e.g.;light- night

Task-2
I. Name the figure of speech used in the following sentences.
1. The wakening skies pray to the morning light.
2. The wind lies asleep in the arms of the dawn like a child.
3. The sea is our mother.
4. The cloud is our brother.
5. The waves are our comrades all.

Task -3
I. Write the opposite words for the following words.
Careful × careless
Meaningful X
Joyful

x

Fearful X
Helpful x
Useful x
Colorful x
Hopeful x
Painful x

WORKSHEET-4
TASK-1
Read the table and study the example. Write the other words forms with your
own.
Noun
e.g.,: Success

Verb

Adjective

Succeed

adverb

Successful

Successfully

Task 2.
Read the passage and fill in the table with facts about cats and dogs.
One is done for you.
Inferential comprehension
Domestic cats belong to the family of tigers, whereas domestic dogs belong to the
family of wolves. Cats are very familiar with the area they live in. It helps them to find
the best place to hunt. Hence a domestic cat remains faithful to its home area and it
hunts alone. Wild dogs hunt in groups, share their food and co-operate with one
another. Hence domestic dogs are faithful to their masters. Their body language too is
unique in many ways. Cats arch their back and try to look large when they are angry,
whereas dogs pull their lips back and show their teeth when they are angry. Cats and
dogs do have some special skills. A cat can fall from a significant height but still survive
without much injury. A dog guards the property as it is faithful to its master. It can
sense any smell in no time.
Cats
Family
Faithful to

Dogs

Hunting habits
Body language
(In anger)

arch their back, try to
look large

pull their lips, show
their teeth

Special skills
Task-3
Put the punctuation marks for given sentences.
1. Kiran said to Reshma, I’m enjoying my new job
2. Renu has invited us to the party said Reshma
3. Kiran said We must attend the party. Let’s plan for it
4. Kiran’s father said You must visit your grandmother more often
5. Reshma said We are planning to visit her coming Sunday
6. Last month you were busy So you dropped the idea said Kiran’s mothe
7. Sir johnSmith the Vice Chancellor arrived just now.
8. As the teacher entered all the students stood up.
9. John when will you come said Prema.
10. Not knowing whom to address he kept silent
11. If you do not know the answer ask the teacher

